
We hope the articles below are helpful. We look forward
to continuing to assist you with your food safety needs.

 Thank you!

Encouragement for the Food Industry

Happy Spring ! Although we face challenges at this time,
Spring is a season for hope and for looking to the future. 

 HCG would first like to take a moment to applaud the hard-
working members of the food industry. You are essential and
we are grateful to be able to help you in what you do!  While
many are learning to work from home, this is not an option in
this industry while fulfilling the critical role of providing food
for others.  Thank you.  

The U.S. Department of Agriculture Secretary Sonny
Perdue saluted heroes of the food industry, sending a personal
thank you message via video to every frontline worker.
Secretary Perdue speaks on behalf of all Americans in
identifying food workers as heroes.  Watch the video here.

We want to let you know we are aware that this time restricts
attendance and hosting of  training events. We firmly
maintain what experience tells us: live, in-person training
results in more thorough understanding and better
retention of information. We encourage you to plan ahead
for training in the fall rather than accepting lesser options
for your work force. We expect our summer and fall
courses to fill due to delayed demand.  Secure your spot
today. 

Keep up the good work. You can register for future events
listed to the right or contact us to schedule (or reschedule!)
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your own.  Remember the vital service this industry provides
all people and know you are needed and appreciated! 

Update:Third-Party Audits And RestrictedUpdate:Third-Party Audits And Restricted
Travel Travel 

Audits help maintain trust among partners in the food
system. While current events have caused many
disruptions, the auditing system is continuing, with
appropriate precautions. Advice and an update from
one Certification Body (Eagle Certification Group)
included the following. 

Audits are being encouraged to be held as planned
while taking needed precautions, including following
CDC Best Practices which will be discussed during
opening meetings. Precautionary measures for on-site
audits may also include observing more but
interviewing less. Interviews may be conducted away
from in-plant or on-line areas where noise levels require
proximity for speaking and listening.

If conducting an onsite audit is not an option, some
audits may be conducted remotely to meet timelines
and maintain valid certifications. Many certification
programs have approved flexibility for remote auditing.
This option will likely require an application for
approval from the Certification Body. 

We hope this information is helpful as the industry
seeks creative ways to maintain and verify the
production of safe foods for all. 
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Food facilities are essential and life-sustaining.  They
are not expected to be required to close when there are
lock-down, self-quarantine or shelter-in-place
orders.  This means food providers are challenged and
expected to continue to operate while implementing
procedures to protect employees and public health as
best as possible. Change is necessary but must be
accomplished carefully and legally.
 
Do not assume during this time that changes due to the
pandemic are OK due to unusual circumstances.
Although certain regulatory visits and audits may have
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decreased their frequency or even halted, companies
must maintain food safety programs.
 
Food safety systems are expected to operate, and
HACCP or Food Safety Plans still must be followed to
produce safe, legal foods. If you have changed the
frequency or methods for activities such as inspections,
internal audits or monitoring this must be documented
with a reason supporting your adjusted food safety
system under the new circumstances. In most cases,
food not produced under an accurate HACCP or Food
Safety Plan is not legal to sell.
 
At HCG, we have seen many companies produce safe
food but fail to protect their business by having
documented evidence of food safety. Lack of
documentation in this time period and any other can
lead to regulatory or third-party audit problems in the
future.  
 
Food facilities should take this time to consider having
their HACCP plans, food safety plans, SQF programs
and supporting documentation reassessed or updated
by HCG. We can support your efforts remotely sharing
our broad knowledge of industry and regulatory best
practices for documentation of food safety plans of all
types. Please contact HCG at info@haccpcg.com for
more information.
 

Cathy Crawford, President
HACCP Consulting Group LLC
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